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Structural symmetry breaking in magnetic materials is responsible for a variety of 
outstanding physical phenomena. Examples range from the existence of multiferroics1, to 
current induced spin orbit torques (SOT)2-7 and the formation of topological magnetic 
structures8-11. In this letter we bring into light a novel effect of the structural inversion 
asymmetry (SIA): a chiral damping mechanism. This phenomenon is evidenced by 
measuring the field driven domain wall (DW) motion in perpendicularly magnetized 
asymmetric Pt/Co/Pt trilayers. The difficulty in evidencing the chiral damping is that the 
ensuing DW dynamics exhibit identical spatial symmetry to those expected from the 
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)12-18. Despite this fundamental resemblance, the 
two scenarios are differentiated by their time reversal properties: while DMI is a 
conservative effect that can be modeled by an effective field, the chiral damping is purely 
dissipative and has no influence on the equilibrium magnetic texture. When the DW 
motion is modulated by an in-plane magnetic field, it reveals the structure of the internal 
fields experienced by the DWs, allowing to distinguish the physical mechanism. The 
observation of the chiral damping, not only enriches the spectrum of physical phenomena 
engendered by the SIA, but since it can coexists with DMI it is essential for conceiving 
DW and skyrmion devices19.  
The role of the SIA on the magnetic properties of the metallic ferromagnets has been 
the focus of extensive research. Whether the SIA occurs at an interface or in the bulk of a 
material, it may induce non-collinear exchange interactions8 (DMI). This gives rise to a rich 
variety of magnetic phases, such as spin helices9,10 and skyrmions11 or to magnetic frustration23. 
Recently, it was proposed that the DMI promotes the existence of Néel DWs in materials where 
the configuration otherwise favored would be Bloch12. In the context of current induced DW 
motion20-22 this is an important idea, as it may solve a long-standing issue of DWs moving in 
the direction of the electric current and not into that of the electron flow, as one would expect 
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from spin transfer torque12-14. Moreover, the observation that the field-driven DW motion in 
Pt/Co based multilayers is made asymmetric by in-plane magnetic fields was also linked to the 
possible occurrence of DMI15,16. 
Until now, DMI was the only well established interaction known to link the DW 
magnetic texture to the SIA of the layer structure. In this letter we propose a new mechanism, 
where the magnetic texture can sense the SIA as a damping whose intensity depends on the DW 
chirality.  
DWs in materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are the perfect test-
ground for such phenomena: they are chiral objects and their motion is relatively easy to detect. 
From the perspective of the magnetization dynamics, all relevant physical phenomena translate 
into torques that control the magnetization according to the phenomenological Landau–
Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation24. Their time reversal properties separate them in two 
categories. They can, either derive from a form of energy and be invariant to time reversal 
(anisotropy, exchange), or they may be dissipative and break time reversal symmetry 
(damping). These two scenarios are exclusive, in the sense that there is no other possibility. 
Similarly, the physical phenomenon linking the DW motion asymmetry to the material’s SIA 
must fall into one of these categories. It can only derive from chiral energy (DMI) or be a form 
of chiral dissipation.  
The effect of chiral energy has already been evidenced experimentally15. The DMI 
implies the existence of an internal field HDMI setting the DW chirality (Figure 1b). As a 
consequence, the core magnetization of up/down (↑↓) and down/up (↓↑) DWs will point in 
opposite directions. The field driven DW velocity can sense this interaction if an external in-
plane field (Hip) is applied simultaneously with the perpendicular field (Hz). ↑↓ and ↓↑ DWs 
moving along Hip will experience different effective fields (Hip-HDMI and Hip+HDMI) and 
therefore will have different velocity. As long as the applied field does not alter the equilibrium 
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DW profile (by significantly tilting the domains) the DW dynamics are correctly described by 
a collective coordinate model. Since in this case Hip and HDMI enter the DW equation of motion 
on equal footing15, DMI will bias the velocity dependence on Hip by +HDMI and -HDMI 
respectively (Figure 1b), making the motion asymmetric.  
The chiral damping mechanism, although allowed by symmetry has never been 
observed experimentally. Its chief attribute is that, unlike DMI, it causes asymmetric 
displacements without biasing the magnetic configuration (Figure 1d). 
We use wide field Kerr microscopy to probe the DW motion in asymmetric 
Pt30Å/Co6Å/PtxÅ trilayers subjected simultaneously to Hz and Hip. A pulse of Hz nucleates a 
reversed domain.  A second pulse of Hz accompanied by Hip further propagates the circular 
DW. Figure 2a shows typical magnetic differential images corresponding to the DW 
displacement produced by Hz and Hip. The reversed magnetization produces bright (or dark) 
contrast. Without Hip the DWs move over equal distances in all directions. The direction and 
the magnitude of the asymmetry are controlled by Hip. This is qualitatively consistent with the 
existence of the HDMI: depending on the type of DW, (↑↓) or (↓↑), Hip either adds-up or 
subtracts to HDMI, leading to different effective field for the two DWs. To verify this possibility, 
we measured the DW velocity (vDW) vs. Hip for a fixed Hz. While Hip can be applied continuously, 
as it provokes no DW motion, Hz is applied in pulses of 400 ms. vDW is extracted by dividing the 
displacement observed on the Kerr image by the pulse length.  
Figure 2 shows the effect of Hip on vDW. Besides the chiral effects emerging from SIA, 
Hip may also affect vDW through phenomena unrelated to SIA (such as the variations of the 
effective anisotropy). To separate the chiral effects we decompose vDW into a symmetric (S) and 
anti-symmetric (A) component with respect to Hip: )21( ASv +=↑↓
 
and )21( ASv −=↓↑ , 
where ( ) 2↓↑↑↓ −= vvS  and ( ) ( )↓↑↑↓↓↑↑↓ +−⋅= vvvvA 2 . While S can be affected by non-SIA 
phenomena, A is a robust indicator of chiral effects, as by symmetry, only SIA related 
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phenomena can create it. Since A dictates the ratio 
A
A
vv
−
+
=↓↑↑↓ 2
2
, it is also an indicator of the 
asymmetry of DW motion the along the direction of Hip (Figure 2a). 
The variation of A vs. Hip  has two distinctive features: it varies continuously up to a 
saturation field (Hsat=40mT), and then saturates (Figure 2a,2b), meaning that below Hsat the 
velocities of the two DWs vary differently, while above Hsat they vary identically to each other. 
This indicates that the parameter responsible for ↓↑↑↓ ≠vv  must also saturate at Hsat. In our 
samples, the only micromagnetic parameter that may vary monotonically up to 40 mT and then 
saturate, is the DW core magnetization. Due to the large uniaxial anisotropy (Hk=500 mT)25, 
the domain tilting affecting the DW internal structure and the effective DW width, becomes 
significant at much higher fields. 
 Hsat must then designate the field value for which both DWs become magnetized along 
Hip, implying that HDMI is smaller than Hsat. If DMI imposes homochiral Néel DWs, Hip acts 
only on the magnetization of one of the two DWs, as the other one is already aligned
 
(Figure 
1a). Therefore, vDW should display a feature at Hsat for only one of the DWs (Figure 1c). On the 
contrary, we observe (Figure 2c,S5) that vDW vs. Hip changes slope close to Hsat for both DWs. 
The fact that Hsat is physically relevant for both DWs excludes the existence of homochiral Néel 
DWs in our samples. It also sets a ceiling value for HDMI within the precision of Hsat 
determination (±10mT). 
As explained earlier, if A is produced by a small DMI (that we cannot rule out 
completely), the velocity curves for the two DWs should have the same shape and only differ 
through a horizontal offset given by the value of the HDMI bias field (Figure 1b). By shifting the 
two curves in opposite directions by HDMI, they should coincide. Clearly, the measured vDW do 
not follow this scenario: it is impossible to overlap the curves by any amount of lateral shifting 
(Figure 2c). 
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Based on the variations of vDW induced by Hip at constant Hz, we established that our 
samples support Bloch DWs and that the asymmetry mechanism evidenced in samples with 
Néel DWs15,16 does not apply here. Now we switch perspectives and study the DW motion as a 
function of Hz at fixed Hip. To separate the effect of Hip on the chiral energy and chiral damping, 
we rely on the well-known creep scaling law, describing the DW velocity at very small driving 
fields:  

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 cU  - height of the pinning barrier; pH  - pinning field;  
Since the prefactor31 

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
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⋅⋅=
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B
cexp000  ( 1≈C  is an empirical constant) also 
depends exponentially on the pinning barrier, it is more convenient to write the creep scaling 
law15,26 as 
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and group all the terms related to energy into a single exponential ( 4/1pc HUE = ). 4C
H
H pc = is 
the critical field that determines the limit of the creep regime31. Since the dissipation does not 
contribute to the exponent, the damping can only affect the prefactor25-26 00 fd 31 (d0 – disorder 
correlation length; f0 – the attempt frequency). 
As long as the creep scaling law applies, the plot of 4/1.)ln( −zDW Hvsv allows to analyze 
separately the effect of Hip on the prefactor and the exponent, as they appear as the intercept 
and the slope of the linear dependence (Figure S2). Figure 3a,b shows typical results for two 
samples with different capping thickness (Pt15.6Å and Pt30Å). The linear dependence specific for 
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the creep regime is observed for the two samples and both DW polarities. To evidence the 
symmetric and anti-symmetric effects of Hip we consider  
 
( ) ( )↓↑↑↓ −= mTmTcreep vvA 8080 lnln        (3) 
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Remarkably, Acreep shows negligible dependence on 
4/1−
zH  (inset of Figure 3a,b), 
implying that the bubble asymmetry is not due to chiral energy ( ↓↑↑↓ = mTmT EE 8080 ) but to chiral 
dissipation ( ↓↑↑↓ ≠ mTmT fdfd 80008000 ). At the same time, Screep decreases linearly with 4/1−zH , 
signaling the existence of non-chiral energy contributions related to Hip (
mTmTmT EEE 08080 ≠= ↓↑↑↓ ).  
Though it has been predicted27 that friction affects the creep of an elastic membrane via 
the velocity prefactor, to our knowledge, in the case of DWs no microscopic mechanism has 
yet been proposed. For this particular case, the physical parameter most likely to depend on 
damping is the attempt frequency f0. We verify this possibility using micromagnetic simulations 
by calculating the DW depinning time from a single defect for different damping values (Figure 
3c,d). Indeed, we observe a strong dependence of the release time on damping. Since the barrier 
height is kept constant in the simulations, it is only f0 that can be responsible for this variation. 
We find that f0 is proportional to the inverse of the damping (DW mobility). This trend (
α1=DWv ) is further confirmed for a wider range of applied fields and damping values using a 
1D model25. 
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The above mechanism can account for the chiral DW dynamics if the damping 
coefficient depends on the orientation of the DW’s core with respect to the magnetization 
gradient: ( )ZipC mm ∇⋅∝ rαα . However, this kind of damping cannot exist by itself in a real 
physical system since the dissipation may become negative if the chiral contribution exceeds 
the intrinsic damping. To prevent this unphysical behavior, the chiral damping must include at 
least a second component, which always offsets its value in the positive range. For example, its 
mathematical expression could be ( )ZipC mm ∇⋅+∝ rααα 0 , where Cαα >0 . Based on this 
expression, the amplitude of the chiral damping contribution can be extracted from the value of 
A. Above Hsat, where mip saturates, 
c
c
v
v
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=
↓↑
↑↓
0
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−
=
↓↑↑↓
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vv
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A
 we obtain 
0
2/
α
αcA =
 
For the sample exhibiting the largest asymmetry (Figure S1), the amplitude of the chiral 
damping reaches approximately 50% of the constant part. 
To illustrate the effect of the chiral damping on the DW dynamics we use a numerical 
collective coordinate model. Since such models do not include explicitly the magnetization 
gradients, we write the chiral damping using a simplified form:
 
φααα cos0 C+= . Here the 
value of the magnetization gradient is considered constant and is implicitly included in the 
values of α0 and αC. The orientation of the DW magnetization is described by the azimuthal 
angle φ. Figure 2e shows the computed vDW as a function of Hip at 0K and without pinning. The 
salient feature is that the velocities of both DWs saturate simultaneously, at the field value 
where their core magnetization saturates. In order to compare the experimental results with the 
simulations, the symmetric component S of the measured velocity must be removed, as it is not 
produced by the chiral damping. For this purpose we normalize v↓↑
 
and v↑↓ to the average 
velocity along x and y, the in-plane directions. The normalized DW velocity (Figure 2d, Figure 
S5) saturates at Hsat, in perfect agreement with the simulations. 
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At this stage, we do not understand why, contrary to previous studies, the effect of the 
chiral damping in our samples is larger than the effect of DMI. We infer that these two 
phenomena should co-exist, but their relative strength may be strongly dependent on the precise 
crystallographic structure. An independent hint of the co-existence of chiral damping and DMI 
was provided by the magnon dynamics in Fe/W bi-layers, where it was observed that the not 
only the dispersion relation was shifted due to DMI, but also that magnon lifetime depends on 
the chirality28. 
While theoretical work is definitely required to understand the origin of the chiral 
damping, we would like to speculate and point towards a plausible explanation: both 
theoretically and experimentally it was shown that the spin orbit torques have two components: 
a field like2,3 (conservative) part and a damping like (dissipative) part4,5,6. Theoretically the 
DMI was linked to the conservative (field like) part29,30, as they share a common microscopic 
origin. In a similar way, the chiral damping reported here, might be reminiscent of its dissipative 
component. 
From a practical perspective, the DW motion asymmetry can be useful for memory22 or 
logic devices32 requiring unidirectional DW movement. The application of an alternating Hz 
causes the domain to enlarge and then shrink to its initial position. When Hip is applied along 
with Hz, the DW motion will become asymmetric. If Hip changes sign together with Hz, the 
asymmetry of the domain growth will be opposite to that of its contraction. Consequently, the 
domain will not come back to its initial position but will be shifted along the axis of the in-
plane field15. The relative sign of the two field components controls the direction. Compared to 
current induced DW motion where trains of DWs are pushed along 1D wires, the phenomenon 
that we describe affords a distinctive ability of shifting 2D magnetic domains in any directions 
of a full sheet magnetic layer (Figure 4c; supplementary movie). 
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In conclusion, the quantitative analysis of field induced DW motion has revealed the 
existence of a chiral damping term whose effects on the DW dynamics have the same spatial 
symmetry as those expected from the DMI. Understanding and controlling the chiral damping 
is essential for the designing spintronics devices that rely on chiral magnetic textures, such as 
DW or skyrmion racetracks.  
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Figure 1. Graphic illustration of the asymmetric DW dynamics in PMA materials. a. A DW 
(dotted line) separates two oppositely magnetized domains (grey and white). The DMI can be 
modeled by an effective field that only exists inside the DW and that always rotates the DW 
magnetization to point from the domain pointing up to the one pointing down. If Hip is applied 
along x, the two DWs standing orthogonal to its direction will react differently: while one 
remains magnetized in the same direction (red), the other will reverse its chirality (blue).  
b Without SIA and hence with no DMI to differentiate the two DWs, Hip will have the same 
effect on the field driven velocity of the two DWs that move along x (black dashed lines). If 
present, the HDMI bias field will shift laterally the velocity curves for the two DWs (red and blue 
lines). An important consequence is that any feature of the initial velocity curve allowing to 
identify the DW transformation, such as a change of slope when its magnetization saturates, 
will translate laterally, and always manifest at the same velocity (vsat). c. If no DMI is present, 
the DWs have Bloch structure; the structural changes produced by Hip will be identical for the 
two DWs. d. The chiral damping does not shift laterally the initial “non-SIA” velocity curve 
(black dotted line), but creates an asymmetric vertical correction.  In this case, the DW 
transformation from Bloch to Néel, will not occur at the same velocity, but at the same field 
value (Hsat). 
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Figure 2. DW velocity modulation by Hip in Pt/Co/Pt layers. a. Kerr microscopy images of 
field induced DW displacements. Dark contrast corresponds to the growth of a “down” domain; 
Bright contrast corresponds to an “up” domain. Without in-plane field the DW motion is 
isotropic. The in-plane field (white arrows) makes the bubble growth asymmetric: in the field 
direction for an “up” domain; opposite to the field direction for a “down” domain. It appears 
that the asymmetry depends on the direction of the in-plane component of the DW’s 
magnetization ( ipmr ) with respect to the gradient of its vertical component ( Zm∇ ), defining a 
chirality. b. The anti-symmetric component of the DW velocity (Pt30/Co6/Pt15.6 sample) varies 
monotonically and then saturates at a characteristic field value (Hsat). Since any deviations from 
the condition: v↓↑
 
(Hip) = v↑↓ (–Hip), are caused by noise or measurement artifacts, to improve 
the signal/noise ratio we plot A = ½ (Araw(Hip) – Araw(–Hip )), instead of Araw = 2(v↓↑ – v↑↓)/(v↓↑ 
+ v↑↓) (Figure S5) c. The measured DW velocity exhibits changes in the slope at Hsat for both 
DWs (red and blue) and both directions of Hip. Note that despite the different overall shape of 
the DW velocity dependence for the two samples, both measurements exhibit a change of slope 
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at Hsat d. the velocity of the left and right moving DWs normalized to the average velocity along 
the in-plane directions (x and y) show that while one of the DWs is accelerated the other slows 
down. Both these relative variations saturate at Hsat. e. DW velocity calculated by a collective 
coordinate model using a chiral damping defined as XC m⋅+∝ ααα 0 . The red and black 
curves correspond to the ↑↓ and the ↓↑ DWs. The values were used in the calculation are: 
α0=0.6 αc=0.3, ∆DW=5nm, Hdip=35mT, Hz=0.01mT. 
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Figure 3. Effect of chiral damping on thermally activated DW motion a,b. Creep scaling law 
for v↓↑
 
and v↑↓ for the Pt30Co6Pt15.6 and Pt30Co6Pt30 samples. The measurements were performed 
at Hip=0 (black) and Hip=80 mT (red and blue). The grey horizontal line is the limit of the creep 
regime, where we expect the transition to the flow (Figure S2). The rectangular black square at 
the intercept of the linear fit with this limiting region is an approximate indicator of Hc-1/4. In 
the inset we plot Screep (empty symbols) and Acreep. (full symbols) c. Design of the 
micromagnetic model system. The first picture from left to right is a differential Kerr image of 
a DW propagated by Hz showing the typical DW shape. The second one is a schematic 
representation of the localized pinning that creates the rippled DW shape evidenced by Kerr 
imaging. The third picture is a micromagnetic configuration depicting a pinned DW in a 100 
nm wide nanowire pinned to a localized defect; the dark rectangle designates an area with 50% 
smaller anisotropy that attracts the DW d. The simulated depinning probability (60 independent 
events) for two damping values (0.5 and 0.25) at Hz=18mT. The de-pinning field at 0K is 30mT. 
The inset shows that the curves overlap when the timescale is normalized by the damping 
constant. This indicates that f0 is proportional to the inverse of the damping.  
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Figure 4. Bubble shifting by magnetic fields. Sequence of direct Kerr images showing the 
bubble shifting in the Pt30Co6Pt18,7 sample by combined in-plane and perpendicular fields               
(Hip = 40mT and Hz = 11mT) The relative direction of the in-plane and perpendicular magnetic 
field is indicated on the images. The same experimental parameters are used in the 
supplementary movie. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
S1. Thickness dependence of DW motion asymmetry and interface anisotropy 
S2. Prefactor of the DW creep scaling law 
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S5. Link between the asymmetry and mip variation 
S1. Thickness dependence of DW motion asymmetry and interface 
anisotropy.  
To probe the dependence of this phenomenon on the material properties, we have 
compared the asymmetries measured on several samples having different thickness of the Pt 
upper layer (15Å–70Å). We chose this approach, to ensure that neither the magnetic properties 
of the Co layer nor the interface asymmetry1,2,3, known to be essential for the DMI, are affected. 
All the samples exhibit the same qualitative behavior: A varies up to Hsat, and fully saturates 
above. Surprisingly, A decreases as the top Pt is made thicker. The possibility to experimentally 
turn off A affords another independent way of probing its origin. The DMI creates an 
asymmetry by inducing a bias field that shifts the velocity curves towards positive Hip for one 
DW and towards negative Hip for the other (Figure 1c). Consequently, the saturation value of 
A should be proportional to the bias field (HDMI). And since Hsat is the experimental indicator 
of HDMI, the amplitude of A should be related to Hsat. Experimentally we do not observe such a 
connection: the variations of A are not associated to changes of Hsat (Figure S1), thus showing 
that A does not originate from HDMI.  
The uniaxial anisotropy fields (Hk) were determined from measurements of anomalous 
Hall effect for all the samples. The results plotted in figure S1 shows a reduction of the 
anisotropy fields from the sample with the thinnest (15.6Å) Pt capping to the thickest (70Å). 
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The variation of the anisotropy field reflects a change of the interfacial anisotropy. While Hk 
varies by 30% (0.55 T to 0.38 T) after correcting for the layer’s demagnetizing field (µ0Ms=1.3 
T), we calculate a maximum variation of the anisotropy constant of 10%.   
Though the relative change of the interfacial anisotropy is small, it is nevertheless 
surprising to observe such a variation for Pt capping layers exceeding several nm. A plausible 
hypothesis is that the heating of the sample during deposition may influence its crystallographic 
structure in the vicinity to the interface. It is well known that high temperature annealing 
enhances the Pt and Co intermixing. 
 
Figure S1. a. Asymmetry curves extracted from Kerr microscopy images for Pt 
thickness ranging from 15 Å to 70 Å. b. When normalized to 1 all the curves overlap, 
indicating that Hsat is the same for all the samples. The inset shows the dependence of 
the normalizing factor (saturation value of the asymmetry) with the thickness of the Pt 
capping. c. Measurement of the anisotropy fields of all the samples used in the 
experiment. d. Asymmetry of the annealed sample compared to the as deposited ones. If 
the asymmetry value would be correlated to the anisotropy field the asymmetry of the 
annealed sample (red) would be comprised in-between the asymmetries measured for the 
samples with 30Å and 56Å of Pt capping. 
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In order to corroborate this hypothesis we have grown several series of the following 
samples: Pt30Co6Pt20, Pt30Co6Pt60 and Pt30Co6Pt3520. While the Pt60 layer of the second was 
deposited continuously, the Pt capping of the third was deposited in three steps consisting of 
Pt20 separated by 30 seconds pauses, to allow cooling. N.B. The changes of Hk correspond to 
small variations of the interfacial anisotropy constant, and therefore are sensitive to small 
variations of the growth conditions. 
Despite the variations from series to series, we consistently find that             
Hk(Pt30Co6Pt20) > Hk(Pt30Co6Pt3520)+50mT > Hk(Pt30Co6Pt60)+100mT, in agreement with the 
different heating that the samples might have suffered. 
 To verify experimentally that the heat-induced changes in the anisotropy do not affect 
the asymmetry we annealed the tPt=18.7Å sample at 200°C in vacuum for 30 minutes, and 
measured again its Hk as well as the DW motion asymmetry. Indeed, we observe that the 
annealed sample has a smaller anisotropy field (the same as the sample with tPt=30Å), consistent 
with the Pt-Co inter-diffusing, while the asymmetry remains almost unchanged (Figure S1 d). 
The only consequence of the anisotropy variation is that the DW width might vary from sample 
to sample. However, since it depends on the square root of the anisotropy field, its variations 
will not exceed 10%. Consequently, the DW demagnetizing field stabilizing the Bloch DW 
structure will vary by the same ratio. In the absence of DMI, Hsat is given by the DW 
demagnetizing field. The fact that we do not detect any significant sample-to-sample variation 
of Hsat is consistent with this scenario. 
S2. The prefactor of the DW creep scaling law 
Recently, Gorchon et al.7 evidenced experimentally an exponential dependence of the 
creep velocity prefactor on temperature. They found that: 
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cexp000  
00 fd , is the product of the pinning potential correlation length (d0) and the depinning 
attempt frequency (f0). 1≈C  is an empirical constant. Inserting this formula into the creep 
scaling law leads to: 
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By rewriting the creep law under this form all the energy contributions are removed 
from the velocity prefactor; they are included in Hc-1/4, which is an offset of the abscissa.  
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Figure S2 represents schematically the changes of the creep scaling law produced by 
variations of the energy barrier and of the attempt frequency. Changes of the pinning barrier 
have two effects. On one hand, the slope is modified, but the curve is also shifted laterally, due 
to the variation of the pinning field (related to the energy barrier). On the contrary, the attempt 
frequency does not produce any variation of the slope; it only shifts the curve vertically. Our 
experimental data (Figure 3 in the main text) does not exhibit any significant change of slope 
when Hip is reversed (from -80mT to 80mT); we only observe a shift. We deduce that this must 
be a vertical shift (associated to f0), since a lateral shift (associated to the pinning field) would 
be accompanied by a change of slope. The counter example can be seen when comparing the 
curve at Hip=0mT to the curves obtained at 80mT. Their difference in slope is associated to a 
change of the pinning field (Figure 3 in the main text). 
 
Figure S2. Influence of energy barrier and attempt frequency on the DW creep scaling 
law. a. The variations of the pinning barrier lead to a change of slope (red dotted line), 
but also to a lateral shift due to a change of the pinning field. The horizontal gray line 
represents the approximate transition from creep to flow. The black square is the 
approximate Hc-1/4 b. The variation of the attempt frequency leads only to a vertical shift 
of the curve. c. Hc-1/4 and d0 f0 can be roughly estimated from the intercept of the creep 
velocity curves corresponding to different pinning barriers. 
 
Order of magnitude of the attempt frequency.   
Besides the measurements of Gorchon et al.7 the order of magnitude of d0 f0 can be 
extracted also from previous measurements of DW creep in Pt/Co/Pt samples with varying Co 
thickness6. In this case it is the change of thickness that leads to changes of the effective 
parameters (exchange, anisotropy, pinning…) affecting the energy landscape. Figure 2d of 
supplementary reference 6, exhibiting the DW velocity in the 4/1.)ln( −zDW Hvsv format, shows 
that all the curves corresponding to the different samples converge close to a small area. This 
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area allows estimating the range of Hc-1/4 and d0 f0 values for the series of samples. Since our 
samples are nominally identical, and are made under the same conditions in the same sputtering 
chamber as these previous studies6,7, we use their estimate for the order of magnitude of 00 fd . 
Independent estimates from these two studies coincide to smfd /1000 ≈ . Considering this 
value, we estimate that the deviations from the creep regime should occur when 5.2)ln( ≈DWv . 
By considering that the disorder correlation length should be larger than the typical grain size 
(20 nm), the order of magnitude of the attempt frequency could be anywhere between 10MHz 
and 1GHz.   
S3. Influence of damping on the DW velocity in the thermally activated 
regime 
Thermally activated DW motion consists of relatively fast DW displacements 
interrupted by pinning and de-pinning events. If the driving field is sufficiently small compared 
to the pinning field, the DW spends most of the time trapped at pinning sites, trying to de-pin. 
When the temperature fluctuations finally free it, the DW moves to the next pinning center. In 
this motion regime the experimentally determined DW velocity is much smaller than the steady 
DW velocity (which is effective in-between pinning events); it is merely a measure of the 
average de-pinning time. For this reason, instead of trying to assess the complete influence of 
damping on the thermally activated DW velocity we will first focus on the DW depinning. 
The thermally activated de-pinning of a DW depends on two ingredients: the usually 
dominant one is the exponential dependence on the height of the energy barrier in units of 
thermal energy. The other, often neglected, is the pre-factor of this exponential, given by the 
attempt frequency ( =  ∙ exp	
∆/). While the energy barrier does not depend on the 
damping value, the attempt frequency may be altered by variations of the damping. We analyze 
this possibility numerically. 
 
a) Chiral damping and thermal fluctuations 
The effect of temperature along with the chiral damping proves to be impossible to include in 
the numerical modeling. We find that the temperature alone induces DW displacements. This 
is a direct consequence of a combination of two factors:  
1) the random thermal field is created using a pseudo random number generator;  
2) the chiral damping makes the DW behave as a ratchet. 
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 A ratchet is an object having an asymmetric response to excitations4,5. When subjected 
to periodic excitations a ratchet produces a net directional motion (rotation, displacement, etc). 
In the case of DW motion, the asymmetric response is given by the chiral damping. And since 
the temperature fluctuations are generated using a pseudo random number generator whose 
autocorrelation is not null, it includes periodic components that inevitably create an artificial 
displacement.  
Despite this difficulty, it is still possible to test the effect of damping in the thermally 
activated DW motion, using an alternative approach. As long as mip is established by the 
competition between Hip and the DW’s demagnetizing field, the only variable determining the 
damping value is Hip. Therefore, instead of computing the velocity dependence on Hip we can 
use the damping value as the free parameter. We use a constant damping (independent of mip) 
and vary its value. These two methods are equivalent as long as Hz is sufficiently small, not to 
induce any supplementary DW deformation and mip is determined only by the balance between 
Hip and the DW’s demagnetizing field. This approximation is valid in the case of very slow 
thermally activated DW motion (corresponding to our experimental conditions).  
 
b) Depinning time vs. Gilbert damping 
In the micromagnetic simulations (Figure 3d of the main text) we observed a net 
dependence of the depinning time on the damping coefficient.  Since the energy barrier for the 
two simulations is the same, this difference may only originate in the DW’s attempt rate. 
Furthermore, the fact that the depinning time is proportional to the damping value shows that 
the DW mobility plays a significant role in the motion of the DW inside the pinning center. The 
DW depinning is a probabilistic process whose full characterization requires averaging over a 
statistically significant amount of events. Consequently, micromagnetic modeling, being 
relatively time consuming, is not the best-suited tool for the extensive study of the thermally 
activated DW motion. In order to further analyze the influence of the damping coefficient on 
the DW depinning we use a numerical collective coordinate model. 
 
c) Velocity dependence on damping in the thermally activated regime 
While 2D micromagnetics allow including realistically the partial pinning of the DW, 
by definition in the 1D models the entire DW is enclosed in the pinning potential. As a 
consequence, when projecting the 2D DW dynamics onto a single dimension, the effective 
pinning potential needs to be adapted accordingly. The simplest way is to use effective pinning 
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centers that are much wider than the DW, such that the DW will have to shift far from the 
energy minimum before actually applying pressure on the pinning potential. 
 
Figure S3. DW velocity in the 1D model for 3 different damping values. Each velocity 
point is obtained after averaging 30 displacements produced by 500ns long pulses a. DW 
velocity when the width of the pinning potential is 10 times larger than the size of the DW 
(5nm). The inset shows the velocity curves normalized by the inverse of the damping 
value. b. The velocity calculated for a potential half the width of the DW (5nm). In this 
case, the DW velocity is independent of the damping value.  
In order to probe the influence of the damping variation on the thermally activated DW 
motion, we calculate the velocity (Figure S3) as a function of the perpendicular magnetic field, 
for several damping values. The DW parameters used in the simulations are ∆DW=5nm, 
Hdip=40mT. The effective pinning field is modeled by a sinusoidal function with a period of 
50nm, (10 times larger than the DW width) with amplitude of 3 mT. This form of pinning is 
chosen only for ease of implementing in the numerical model. Though it is not realistic for the 
quantitative calculation of the DW velocity, since it allows modeling the repeated pinning and 
de-pinning of the DW, it is sufficient to evidence the impact of damping on the DW velocity. 
We observe that the DW velocity depends strongly on the damping value (0.2, 0.4, 0.6). 
Moreover, by normalizing all the velocity curves by the inverse of the damping (proportional 
to the DW mobility) they overlap (figure S2a). This indicates that the DW velocity depends on 
the intrinsic DW mobility. On the contrary, when trapping the DW in a narrow potential well 
with the same barrier height (period of 2.5 nm and amplitude of pinning field of 60 mT) the 
velocity curves completely loose the damping dependence (figure S2b). 
 
 d) Attempt frequency in the 1D model 
To identify the physical parameter responsible for the damping dependence of the DW 
velocity, we analyze the motion of the DW driven only by temperature (without Hz) inside the 
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pinning potential. To estimate the DW attempt frequency we compute the frequency spectrum 
(by FFT analysis) of the DW position. We observe that the attempt frequency is not described 
by a well-defined peak, but rather by a cut-off value.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S4. Fourier analysis of a pinned DW with Hz=0. The FFTs were obtained by 
averaging 100 independent evolutions with a duration of 500 ns each a. The case of a 
wide pinning potential. The inset shows that by normalizing the frequency by the domain 
wall mobility (inverse of the damping value), the curves overlap.  b. For a narrow pinning 
potential the FFT exhibits a peak whose position is almost independent of damping.  
When normalizing the different FFTs to the inverse of the damping (DW mobility) the 
spectra overlap. This proves that the characteristic attempt frequency of the DW (cut-off 
frequency) changes proportionally to its mobility. In the case where the pinning potential is not 
sufficiently wide (of the order of the DW width or smaller) the FFT shows a relatively well-
defined resonance peak (corresponding to the DW’s ferromagnetic resonance) whose position 
does not depend on damping. The fact that the attempt frequency (in this case given by the 
position of the peak) loses its damping dependence, explains why the DW velocity in the case 
of narrow pinning potential does not depend on damping. 
S4. Asymmetry dependence on DW velocity.  
The numerical analysis of the DW motion reveals an important feature: since the 
velocity variation induced by the damping does not depend of the value of Hz (Figure S2a), the 
measured asymmetry should also be independent of Hz.   
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Figure S5. Asymmetry dependence on Hz. a. Velocity curves for different values of Hz. 
b. The corresponding asymmetries Araw = 2(v↓↑ – v↑↓)/(v↓↑ + v↑↓). c. The normalized 
velocities.  
 
To verify this prediction, we repeated the measurements for different values of Hz. 
Indeed we find that, though the velocity changes by three orders of magnitude, both Hsat and A 
remain the same. On the contrary, the symmetric component varies significantly, changing the 
overall shape of the curves. The uncorrelated behavior of the symmetric and asymmetric 
components of the velocity points to their different origin: while the asymmetry is given by the 
chiral damping through the attempt frequency, the symmetric part is linked to changes in the 
pinning potential induced by Hip.  
S5. Link between the asymmetry and mip variation  
The DW velocity measurements correspond to the creep regime, where the DW velocity 
depends linearly on the attempt frequency and exponentially on the DW energy and pinning 
strength. For simplicity, we merge all energy contributions under a same parameter (E)  
( )Efv exp0 ⋅≈  
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We can write explicitly for the two DWs: ( )↑↓↑↓↑↓ ⋅≈ Efv exp0  and ( )↓↑↓↑↓↑ ⋅≈ Efv exp0  
We observe that below Hsat the two DW velocities vary differently, while above, their ratio 
stays constant. 
Since   ( )↓↑↑↓
↓↑
↑↓
↓↑
↑↓
−⋅= EEf
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v
v
exp
0
0
 
cstvv =↓↑↑↓
 
implies that both cstff =↓↑↑↓ 00  and cstEE =− ↓↑↑↓ , or that the attempt 
frequency and energy variations coincidently compensate each other.  This scenario can be 
excluded based on the robustness of the observation: the asymmetry saturation is observed for 
a wide range of Hip for all our samples. There are two possibilities left: 
 
Case 1) Damping induced asymmetry 
This mechanism links directly the two DW velocities to mip. Therefore, as indicated in the 
manuscript the asymmetry saturation coincides with the saturation of the DWs magnetization. 
 
Case 2) energy induced asymmetry 
In thin films with vertical SIA and isotropic in the plane, the chiral energy for the two DWs is: 
 ∫
∆
∝
DW
dx
x
E )cos(ϕ∂
∂θ
  
The three parameters that define this energy and that can be in principle affected by Hip are: 
the magnetization gradient, the DW width and the mip orientation. Since the variation and the 
saturation of the asymmetry occur at low fields, while the magnetization gradient varies 
significantly at much larger fields, comparable with the uniaxial anisotropy, we deduce that 
the chiral energy variation is essentially due to a variation of mip. 
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Since 
x∂
∂θ
 has opposite sign for up/down and down/up DWs, and cos(ϕ) variations induced by 
Hip have the same sign, any variation of mip for any one of the DWs will amplify ↓↑↑↓ − EE . 
As a consequence, cstEE =− ↓↑↑↓  is verified only if mip is constant for both DWs.  
 
Therefore, independently of the mechanism that creates the asymmetry, its saturation at low 
fields, is a robust indicator of the mip saturation. 
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